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Bio of a Madman Nigel Sade was born on a bright and
sunny day nearly to some, and exactly to others, 40
years after D-day. Some consider this meaningful whilst
the rest laugh at those people, but I digress. He was
raised in hell … or rather Ohio but I don’t want to split
hairs. In a smallish county called Portage. As a child he
could be found drawing on any surface he could make a
mark on, and with all the moving security deposits were
more like donations. In School this A.D.H.D. Toth
wannabe (but with hands) was considered a bit strange
by his peers, … a malady that never left him as it turned
out. As a teenager he was a rebellious youth, a
technicolored street Freak, delving into every aspect of
art, from drawing to painting to Music to Religion to
Science to Philosophy in general. Then there were the
dark times … the marriage! When his soul was crushed
by evil and doubt. He Dreamt of being an artist but that
was not a real job … how could you feed a family with
that pipe dream? However, In just 6 and a half long
agonizing years it was over. On the Up side His torment
was not without reward; He now has 2 lovely Spawn
with which to explore life. Shortly after his divorce Nigel
graduated college with a degree in Philosophy. So Armed with his freedom, his offspring, and an
amazing ability to argue points that even he may not believe, he set out on the high seas of art! This was
a joyous thing! There was much weirdness, art, travel, debauchery and Success. Stories were made and
told, and now he currently travels the amber waves of grain, questioning whatever reality he is
presented with, chewing that up and spitting it out in the form of art. Then Nigel shows that art to the
hapless masses in hopes that it moves them as much at it moved him to create it. Nigel’s art in form is
Symbolism (Much like Surrealism), represented in either a realism or Abstracts, and in function it
explores basic ideas we hold, mostly it does so by exploring questions of Reality, Love, Thought and plain
old strangeness. Nigel’s belief is that art should spur conversation, not just match ones curtains. Now
you may ask, “What does all this have to do with piracy?” Well, he was always a grungy, bandana wearin
freak. His family was and is highly Piratical What with their last name Rogers all the family businesses
are Jolly Roger this and Jolly Roger that … Not to mention their propensity for Rum. So with his families’
nautical background and the new Pirate craze, the public proclaimed him a pirate, and a pirate he was.
Yet, having always loved pirates, one can say Nigel got peanut butter in his chocolate! *above Photo by
Albertine Feurer-Young http://www.nigelsade.com

The MacKays are 18th Century Pirates living in modern
times. Pirate reenactors, who educate the public about
the Golden Age of Piracy by living a pirate lifestyle and
representing that at pirate gatherings in exotic locations
around the world. Although they are living historians,
the MacKays are also multifaceted artists, artisans, and
performers who are always creating new adventures.
Their exploits are entertaining and often the stuff of
fantasy and legends. This dynamic Pirate Family is
comprised of a Captain, his First Mate and their Cabin
Boy. Let’s meet each in turn… A notorious pirate, even
amongst the most prominent pirates in the community,
Jeff MacKay truly lives the life of a Pirate in modern
times. He is a dashing swashbuckler, his charming
personality and dapper smile gives all who meet him a
feeling of comfort and familiarity. It’s not until you get
to looking about his person that you notice he is never
without an array of weapons: his Ranger ax and long
Knife, cutlass, and flintlock pistols, you soon realize this
is not for show. Jeff lives a pirate’s life. In 2009 the
pirate community elected Jeff as one of the Devil’s
Dozen Pirates and he was inducted into the Order of
Leviathan. A benevolent organization within the Pirate
Community, where he served as the Grand Leviathan
2010-2014. It was Jeff’s great honor to hold such a prestigious title amongst his own and it is his great hope that he and his
brethren do works of good for the pirate community, as well as the world at large. In 2014 He became a Master Leviathan who
advises the current administration. In 2015 Captain MacKay was awarded Mutiny Magazine's Pirate of the Year Award for his
contributions to the Pirate Community. Jeff enjoys the life of a freebooter often appearing at Pirate Festivals performing
alongside black powder crews such as B.O.O.M. and PDXYar, adding his pistols, blunderbuss, and swivel cannon to the
cacophony of fire & smoke. When not in the firing line, Jeff can be found with his mates enjoying the festivities, throwing an ax
or sharpening his weapons. Jeff’s dedication to this alternative lifestyle does not end when he leaves a festival. Jeff is also a
talented artist and Master Hatter. He brings the arts of the Golden Age to the present for all to enjoy, giving them the means to
have the most period correct head ware, weapons and accessories. He is the owner of Captain Jack’s Pirate Hats and Captain
Jack's Trading Co. His craft well respected and his work highly sought after. He has been called the “Ralph Lauren of Pirate
Haberdashery.” In 2009 Jeff finished his first Screenplay “The Buccaneer”, which he has been marketing like a true pirate. He
has been nurturing the project and building a grass roots fan base through social media. Most recently Jeff served as Evermore
Adventure Park's Pirate Captain, Props Director, and as Attraction Designer during the design and development of the park
concept. It is through entertainment and education that Jeff captivates those who have a heart for freedom, and through his
trade that he gives them the tools needed to transform themselves into pirates of yesterday, allowing them to live of A Pirate’s
Life. One of the most alluring pirates to cross your path at a Pirate Festival is Rebecca MacKay. She will entice you with her
stunning green eyes and sultry smile. Rebecca is a well known in the pirate community: from pirate reenactment and living
history to charities and book readings, to being an entrepreneur & entertainer. She can be found leaving her mark on every
facet of the pirate subculture. Rebecca was nominated to the Order of The Leviathan in both 2012 and 2014, and Inducted in
2014. Rebecca travels to exotic locations around the world and educates Pirate Enthusiasts and Lubbers alike on the life of
piracy, and to entertain them. She participates in sword fights, ax throwing, black powder shows and cannon battles. A splash
of salt water and this pirate loses her sea legs for a mermaid’s tail. Adorned with shells and a stunning tail Rebecca can be
found swimming & splashing in the Quarries in Ohio and traveling to exotic locations. More information can be learned about
this Mermaid on the Mermaid Page. When not attending festivals as a pirate or swimming as a mermaid, Rebecca can be found
designing and costuming for an assortment of events an productions. Most recently Rebecca served as the Director of
Wardrobe, Interior Design, and Attraction Design for Evermore Adventure Park. She currently has her own line of Nautical
Inspired Clothing called Nauti Mermaid Apparel. She can also be found aboard ship assisting her captain, Jeff MacKay, with their
many piratical businesses.

DeCONpression Convention Rules
1.

If you are behaving like an ass by ignoring our staff’s gentle but firm warnings, DeCONpression reserves
the right to kick your sorry behind out of the convention, without a refund.

2.

DeCONpression is for adults only. All events are restricted to persons 18 years of age or older (ID
required). “NO MINORS ALLOWED”

3.

You are required to wear your convention badge in plain view at all times while at or in convention
functions. If you lose your badge you will be required to pay full price for a replacement.

4.

You are responsible to obey the laws of: the City of Columbus, the State of Ohio and the United States of
America. For example: Possession of alcohol by anyone under 21 is forbidden, illegal and will not be
tolerated here.

5.

Bladed weapons and the safe handling thereof are your responsibility. Keep it sheathed and keep it
secured. For infractions of this rule “NO WARNING” will be given to you prior to your removal from the
convention.

6.

DeCONpression is not responsible for any items lost or stolen during the convention. Please keep an eye
on your valuables. A “Lost and Found” area can be found in Operations if needed.

7.

If you damage hotel property or violate any hotel policies, you are required to pay for the damage and /
or any fines as per hotel policy.

8.

Smoking (or vaping) is not allowed in any convention areas. Smoke in designated areas only. (See Rule #4)

9.

Full or partial nudity is NOT allowed in public areas where the general public may see you. (Again, See
Rule #4)

10. If you become intoxicated and as a result then become rude or annoying to other guests, we will escort
you to your room if you are staying at the hotel, or call you a cab at your expense if you are not staying at
the hotel, for the duration of the evening.
11. Photography is not allowed in;
a. The Vendor’s area.
b. Parties or private rooms without the hosts’ permission.
c. The Con-Suite without permission of the Con-Suite staff.
12. You are required to provide photo identification, sign a release form, and provide a valid address to
receive your convention membership.
13. The RULE OF THERMO-NUCLEAR CASCADE REACTION: All Rules are subject to change without notice if
deemed necessary by the DeCONpression Chairperson. While some rules have been enhanced for your
entertainment pleasure, we take them all very seriously and will enforce them as we deem needed for the
safe and productive management of our convention. All rules are subject to interpretation exclusively by
the directors of the convention.
14. Have fun, get a really big drink, relax and enjoy the convention! Yes! It is a rule, can you deal with it?

THE FINE PRINT:
This membership admits one adult to all basic functions and events at DeCONpression for which it was purchased.
Some designated activities may require Pre-registration and/or payment of a separate, additional fee. In accepting this
membership and in consideration of being admitted to DeCONpression, the holder hereby:
a. Agrees to comply with all convention rules and regulations and Releases DeCONpression from any and all liability for loss or
damage of any kind.
b. Authorizes and permits DeCONpression and it’s designees to use his/her name, voice, and likeness and all reproduction
thereof in all media now or hereafter known for all purposes in perpetuity.
c. Agrees that he/she is not acting in any capacity for federal, state, or local authorities while attending DeCONpression.
DeCONpression reserves the right to deny entry to or remove from the convention facilities any person who, in
DeCONpressions’ sole absolute discretion, is behaving or threatening to behave in a manner disruptive to the convention
and/or its’ relation with the hotel.
Membership is non-refundable or exchangeable for any reason.

Info
DRAWINGS There is a ticket in your convention bag. Hang on to it! There will be drawings during the con, concluding with the
Closing Ceremony drawing at 12pm in Grace O’Malley (Ballroom C) for various prizes - many valued over $50 each! Winners
will be posted at Registration – if you don’t pick it up, we’ll take it ourselves! Ticket must be present Sunday to claim a prize!
Extra tickets can be purchased all weekend right up until the drawing starts!
Be sure to attend the Closing Ceremony, where we will announce whether we will try it again. All weekend you can turn in
votes for the next Ghost of Honor. Sunday morning before closing ceremonies, there is also a gripe/compliment session called
How to Build a Better Con where we will ask for positive and constructive feedback on the con. Feel free to join us there for a
more intimate discussion.

Creating New Worlds!
The theme of 2020 is Creator of Worlds
Stan Lee
Bob Ross
Steve Jobs
Walt Disney
Al Jaffee

ACCESS TO CON ACTIVITIES Things to remember: The Video room is open to anyone who cares to watch – these are copyright
protected materials, and we are not charging for access to them – HOWEVER – anyone who does not respect the rights of
others and the hotel will be asked to leave for that reason. The rest of the con activities are restricted to registered MEMBERS
ONLY. No one without a badge should be in any of the other convention rooms or activities. This convention is not intended as
a profit-making event, but we can’t continue to do it if we LOSE money – please support this position. Late in the evening, you
might be partying (we hope!) – have fun, but remember that others, especially anyone at the hotel not part of the convention,
may be trying to sleep – please act in a manner to preserve the hotel’s position of profitability – we’d like to come back to this
venue, which has been very friendly and accommodating in setting the convention up, and we’ve assured them that active
events will start closing down at 2am, and quiet down somewhat by midnight. Thanks for your help.

OPERATIONS (The Boardroom) AKA Francis Drake Open 3pm Fri.-3pm Sun.
REGISTRATION (Belfast) AKA The Docks Open 3pm-10pm Fri, 10am-9pm Sat,
9am-12:00pm Sun
VIDEO/GAMING ROOM (Ballroom B) AKA Edward Teach Open 4pm-close Fri,
9am-close Sat, 9am-12:00pm Sun
DEALER’S ROOM (Ballroom A) AKA Rachel Wahl Open 3-8pm Fri, 11am-7pm Sat,
10am-12:00pm Sun
Hey! Here's a list of our Vendors at Decon! Be sure to bring some spendin'
money!
The Art of Studio De Sade

https://www.facebook.com/StudioDeSade/?fref=ts

Nigel Sade at http://www.facebook.com/nigelsade Sarah Wilkinson at
sarahwilkinsonart@facebook.com
Sage’s Muse - https://www.facebook.com/SagesMuse I make handmade bath and body products
including: body butter, bath salts and lip balm. In addition to the Bath and Body Products, I also carry
Rune Boards, Runes, and Handmade Jewelry. Plus, as a service, we offer an experienced tarot reader
(and because this event is an “adult only” event, she will be using risqué tarot cards.)
Mr. Malaprop Design https://mmalapropdesign.wordpress.com I make a wide variety of impact and
sensation play items from wood and carbon fiber.
Pure Romance by Rebecca partieswithbecca@gmail.com I do in home parties for adult women. I sell
bath, beauty, and massage products as well as relationship enhancement products.
Vanderkins Leather & Jewelry are the makers of unique jewelry, leather goods, & more. Taking new
directions in classic designs as well as truly unique ideas made real. Everything hand made, with passion;
striving to bring your jewelry & leather desires to reality. https://vanderkinsleather.com/
https://www.facebook.com/VanderkinsJewelryNASFW/
Tangitude Artworks and Color On! Magazine by Mary J. Winters-Meyer
http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/mary-winters-meyer.html
https://www.facebook.com/ColorOnMag/photos_stream
Out of Dealer’s Room
Mindful Moments Massage with Kat_Galactic, LMT $1 / minute across the board Full body massages
are $60
https://www.massagebook.com/Columbus~Massage~mindful-moments-massage-llc
https://m.facebook.com/MindfulMommentsMassage/?ref=bookmarks
mindfulmomentsmassage@gmail.com
Healer Wise Jon Wise www.jonathonwise.com/

Friday night panels Pure Romance Open House by Rebecca Fri. 5pm-8:45pm Open house to talk about relationship enhancement
products and accepting walk in private consults. Everyone welcome, men and women!
Opening Ceremonies with Linda Winks & friends Fri. 6:30pm-7pm Come say hello and be introduced to your
Guest of Honor, Nigel Sade as well as our Special Guests, the MacKays!
Live Like a Pirate with our Special Guests, the MacKays! Fri. 7pm Come and learn what life is like for some
modern pirates!
Sensual Knife Play with Veshkali and AdorableCannonFodder Fri. 7pm-8:30pm
Star Lantern Decorating with Mary J. Winters-Meyer of Tangitude Artworks and Color On! Magazine and
Jason Winks Fri. 6pm-8pm Come and decorate a lantern to help light and decorate the Wizards Yule Ball
taking place Saturday night! Supplies are limited, first come first served.
Drunk Crafting Fri. 8pm-10-pm hosted by Jason Winks and Melanie Roy Get your crafting on after some
cocktails (have your cocktails before you come and take breaks to run over and “refuel” for creativity) We’ll
have all sorts of random supplies to play about with!
Intro to Tarot with Peg Thompson of Sage’s Muse Fri. 9pm We’ll explore the uses for Tarot, look at a variety
of decks, and talk about the basic meanings of some cards.
After, I will be available for private Tarot readings ($15 donation for minimum 20 minutes) I will also be
available for private readings in the evening by appointment
I will be available at Sage’s Muse for 3 card tarot readings at $5 all weekend
Introduction to Rope Bondage, an array of options and possibilities. hosted by The Monkey King and
NekoWolf Fri. 9pm-Midnight For many, the question of rope just brings up more questions. What can be
done with it? How can I do “this” with it? What are the safety concerns so I don’t kill or maim my partner? In
this class we cover some basics, as well as defining your options ranging from bedroom bondage, and torture
ties to extreme immobilization bondage and suspension. We will help you learn how to be safe in your initial
exploration, and how to direct your attention so you can learn the skills you’re most interested in learning as
you continue.
Monkey King can be reached at big.green.cheese@gmail.com if you have specific requests you would like
them to cover during their class.
The Monkey King - Ever learning and evolving, this monkey's ongoing mission: to spread knowledge,
wherever it may be lacking; to seek out kinksters, lifestylers, and leather families, wherever they may be; to
boldly improve his mind, to train, study, apprentice, and master those things that he can. The Monkey King
has founded and assisted educational groups that give regular opportunities to learn and practice for over 10
years. He continues to volunteer for organizations providing kinky education, while traveling to distant
groups to help others learn. For over two decades, he has been learning and teaching on a variety of topics,
feeding his passion for education.
NekoWolf has been a member of the community for over 5 years, bottoming in rope for 2 years, and is
looking forward to helping people learn. She is a little who belongs to The Monkey King, and is “really weird.”
Karaoke Fri. 9pm-Midnight Get your sea shanties on! ;)

Saturday Panels –
Brunch with Trivia hosted by Linda Winks Sat. 10am-12pm
Whose Line is it Anyways Now with more Sin than ever! 11:30am-12:30pm
Introduction to Electro Play with Boom Boom Sat. 11am-12:30pm Danger! Danger! High voltage, when we touch, when we
kiss... I'm gonna walk down to electric Avenue... Let me electrify you with some basics on electric play. Focusing on the violet
wand. Some history, basic safety and an electrifying demo. This is an interactive show raise your hand and let me shock you! Hi
there. I’m Boom_Boom. Been in and around the Columbus kink community for nearly 11 years now. I came into the game later
in life and I haven’t looked back other than to think how in the hell did I not know about all this so much sooner. I am a semi,
sort of, sometimes active member of the Guilty Pleasures Crew. You can usually find me dishing out electric fun with the Violet
Wands. I love to learn and try new things which has lead my path to my current incarnation of a Viking shield maiden, all
around Sherpa, power bottom, Service sub, sensation slut, switch who really loves to make people scream or giggle. Above all I
am an educator and scholar. I love to learn new things and share the knowledge that I have gained from others, practice,
research and mistakes.
Argh! Me Back Aches: Massage basics for Pirates with Kat_Galactic, LMT Sat, 11am-12:30pm Alrighty salty sea dogs and landlovers, come join me on a journey to relaxation! Find out how to calm the stressful seas within your loved one as I share some
simple massage techniques you are sure to find are a real lifesaver! During our time I’ll share how to set the ambiance, go over
some basic safety, and share some actual hands on techniques you can use to relax those stressful days away. This class works
best if you have a friend that you can work on/switch with so you can practice. If you have any allergies, please bring in a
lotion/oil that works safely for you! You may also want to bring a blanket if you chill easy. The class will be an hour long with
some time for questions.
Copper Chef Culinary Competition - Who’s the best Cook on the 7 Seas?? PROVE IT! “Show us the Booty!” (take that however
you like!) Bring us your most (in)appropriate Pirate-y dish! It could be Rump Roast, Pork Butt (get it? Booty?), or it could be
something shaped like a skull & crossbones, or something containing copious amounts of Rum, something served out of a
treasure chest, shaped like a pirate ship….let your imagination run wild! Win prizes! Food must be turned in by noon on
Saturday as judging usually runs between noon and 1pm. Food not to be served warm may be turned in at any time before
including on Friday. Must be designated as for the Copper Chef and must have an ingredients list with it. Prizes given out during
Closing Ceremonies on Sunday.
Oreo Tasting with Kyrian and Coatrack Sat. 12pm-1pm
Relax and Color with Mary J. Winters-Meyer of Tangitude Artworks and Color On! Magazine Sat. 12pm-2pm Coloring only, no
teaching or class. Just relax and color.
Guest of Honor Nigel Sade is going to come do a live 3D Painting session in VR for folks to observe! 1pm-2pm
3D Printing Demo and Q&A Ethan Dicks, AKA Coldstones Sat. 1pm-2:30pm
Shake Your Pirate Booty! Beginner Belly Dance Barb and Ray Sat. 1pm-2:30pm Learn basic belly dance movements including
muscle isolations and combinations using proper technique taught to live music with Ray . We will teach you to move in ways
and using muscles you didn't know existed. All skill levels welcome. Wear loose fitting clothing.
Make Your Own Massage Oil Peg Thompson of Sage’s Muse Sat. 1pm-2:30pm We’ll briefly talk about different types of massage
oils, uses for different scents and some safety concerns. Then participants will make their own massage oils using materials
provided. Cost of $10 for materials due at start of panel.
Wine Tasting and More! by Voldie Sat. 2pm-3pm
Pirate Crafts Sat. 2pm-4pm Come and create something pirate! A piece of eight? A paper boat? A paper mask or sword? Let
your imagination and our supply cache be your guide!
Adult Toy Safety Sexy Hope Sat. 3pm-4:30pm Hope McTigue, Queen of Safety Sexy Time will make sure you enjoy your toys
while staying healthy and safe. Who knew you could be allergic to lube?!

Sensual Wax Play with Veshkali and AdorableCannonFodder Sat. 3pm-4:30pm
Thai Yoga Massage and Reiki with Jonathon “Jon” Wise CYT 200 Sat. 3pm-4:30pm Traditional “Deep Tissue” massage and
Sports massage and much deeper still Thai Yoga Massage are largely similar to Traditional Swedish Massage as they shares
many muscle tension resolution methods, yet the specialized yoga asanas incorporated during Thai Yoga massage adds a new
level of musculoskeletal release, multi-organ connective revitalization, and mind-body-soul nourishing relaxation. Thai utilizing
body weight with massage and Yoga utilizing ancient dynamically guided-body-repositioning massage therapy is often wisely
combined with a healthy dose of ‘hot-handed’ Reiki (similar sensation to hot stone therapy) This sculpture combination
balances and centers your energies progressively session to session. Rejuvenate your bones and learn about a new combination
of modern Thai “medicine” with ancient body wisdom while your soul teaches your body even more through Yoga
consciousness with zero effort! JonathonWise.com
Nerf Modding: The box does say “Ages 8 and up.” With Chris Brown Sat. 4:30pm-6pm Ever wonder what would happen if you
tried to make a NERF Blaster more powerful and what you can do with it once you are done? If so, this panel is for you. Chris
Brown will discuss and show how to modify NERF blasters both cosmetically and for better performance. As well as the
widespread popularity Humans vs. Zombies, a NERF game played in cities all over the world. Chris Brown will be joining
DeConpression to share his knowledge and experiences with a new found hobby in NERF blaster modification. Chris has 5 years
costume fabrication experience, specializing in Star Wars costumes, as a former member of the Mandalorian Mercs Costume
Club. He has since switched gears and is using his knowledge modifying NERF Blasters as a member of the Naptown NERF Club
in Indianapolis as well as playing in various Human vs. Zombies game around central Ohio. Since joining the club Chris has
started his own NERF modification business as Gravity Well NERF Mods.
Pirate Erotica Round Table with Miss Anthropy & Felix Lovegood Sat. 5pm-6:30pm Share in an erotic pirate adventure as you
help sculpt and build the story in a round.
Living History with Linda Winks 5pm-6:30pm
Guardians of the Galaxy Dance Lesson with Corey and Mary Winks Sat. 5pm-6:30pm Have a blast learning some new dance
steps to impress your best friends and your best frenemies to the soundtrack from Guardians of the Galaxy!
DeCONpression Reception 7pm-9pm Cash bar with cheese and fruit trays.
Yule Ball: Pirates vs Wizards! 9pm-? Come have too many potions and cast spells on some pirates!
Flogging Basics and Beyond Jaded_hyde and Fyre_Angel 9pm-10:30pm
and a brief dip into the deep end with advanced technique demonstration.

Basic flogging techniques, anatomy of a flogger,

Pure Romance Sexy Time Trivia with Rebecca Sat. 9pm-10:30pm Test your knowledge and have some fun!
A Night at the Market LARP With Drew and Hope Sat. 10pm-12am One of our biggest and most interesting events!
Midnight Karaoke 12am-?

Sunday Morning Panels –
Hungover Open Crafting/Coloring Sun. 10am-11:45am I ain’t teaching y’all nothing else, but you can play in my crayon box
while you wake up ;)
Yoga with Jonny Sun. 11am-11:45am Rise and shine and stretch!
Build a Better Con with Linda and crew Sun. 11am-11:45am What did we do wrong? What did we do right? Can you help next
year and make it better?
Closing Ceremonies with the hosts of DeCONpression Sun. 12pm-? Come say goodbye and win prizes in our drawing, many
valued at $50 or higher!

Operations:
Linda Winks (Admiral)
Trace Hagemann (Head Wizard)
Publicity:
Shell Franklin (Website Wizard)
Melanie Roy (Publicity Witch)
Hotel:
Trace Hagemann (Hotel Captain)
Patrick Rainbolt (First Mate)
Tabitha Harris (Quartermaster)
Registration:
Jo Conway (Department Captain)
Josh Marmet (First Mate)
Shadoe Bowman (Off Site Staff)
Shell Franklin (Powder Monkey)
Miss Anthropy (Sailing Master)
Maeggan Grove(Cabin Girl)
Dash Grove(Boatswain)
Heather Motto (Sea Artist)
Richard Anderson (Striker)
Logistics:
Samantha Mullins-Ford (Captain Smurf)
Andrew Beardsley (First Mate)
Catherine Oberting (Quartermaster)
William Williams (Powder Monkey)
Joey Rendrick (Striker)
Cody Wildrick (Gunner)
Joshua Brown-Poole (Cabin Boy)
Michelle Cremeans-Hankinson(CabinGal)
Robert Cremeans (Pilot)
Michael Coffey (Powder Monkey)

Programming:
Jason Winks (Head Wizard)
Kurt Kesler (1st Mate)
Cat (Guest Liaison)
Ruthie Kesler (Guuuuuuurl)
Mike Coffey (Head Bitch)
Long Dong Silver (Swashbuckler)
Dani Girl Red (Cabin Gal)
Terah Abney (Pirate Witch)
Christina Lora (Pirate Princess)

BarSuite:
Barbase Columbus
Shancara (Hospitality) (Pirate Queen)
Thesser (Hospitality) (Captain)
Ubermann (Hospitality) (Quartermaster)
Head of Security: The Mel (Warlock)
Mead of Medical: Vizneeack (Surgeon)
Head of Engineering: Surprise Knockout
(Boatswain Extraordinaire)

Hospitality: Chris Henney (Captain)
Quartermaster: Lt. Coco
ConSuite:
Sin Williams (Galley Master)
Hope McTigue (Galley Mistress)
Alison Bawor (Boatswain)
Matthew Duhan (Gunner)
Kimberly VanWassehnova (Sea Artist)
William N Williams (Powder Monkey)
Beth Grover (Carpenter)
Joe Chaffin (Cabin Boy)
David Morgan (Cabin Boy)

Sponsors cont.:
Dublin Visitor's Center
http://www.visitdublin.com
Ram Brewery
http://www.theram.com
Graeter's Ice Cream Dublin
https://www.graeters.com/
retail-stores/columbus/dublin
O'Toole's Irish Pub & Grill
otoolesgrill.com

Security:
Cheshire Dowling (Captain)
Grimm Pack (First Mate)
Elizabeth Kelly (Cabin Girl)
Amanda Gibson Aldridge (Striker)
Richard Thompson (Gunner)

Media Room:
Muad’Dib (Captain)
Eeks Tee (First Mate)
Tish (Quartermaster)
Steve (Powder Monkey)

Vendor Room:
Daniel Terry (Captain)
Sponsors:
Adultmart www.adultmart.com

Woodcraft Theory custom woodwork
wc-theory.com by Richard Holtz
A huge thank you and round of applause
For our Guest of Honor Nigel Sade
http://www.nigelsade.com
And his amazing and talented wife
And partner Sarah Wilkinson
sarahwilkinsonart@facebook.com
A warm welcome and big thanks to
The MacKay Pirate Family
Jeff & Rebecca MacKay
www.mackaypiratefamily.com
Thanks to all of our vendors, staff, and
Panelists! If we’ve missed anyone, just
Know we love you and we’re grateful
For everything that everyone does to
Help make DeCONpression such a fun
And relaxing weekend for everyone!

101 Beer Kitchen
http://www.101beerkitchen.com/
Three Legged Mare
http://www.threeleggedmare.com/
BJ's Brewhouse
https://www.bjsrestaurants.com/
Tucci's/Matt The Miller's Tavern
https://www.tuccisdublin.com/
Games of Western Columbus
http://www.therollhouse.com/
Three Sheets Brewery District
https://www.facebook.com/
threesheetsbrewerydistrict/
Rise Brands(Pins Mechanical Co & 16 Bit)
https://www.pinsbar.com/dublin/
http://www.16-bitbar.com/dublin/

This convention is dedicated to
Nick Winks
The man, the myth, the legend…
He’s always there, watching…
Snickering.
He is proud of each and every one
Of us and he loves us very much.
Let’s keep his memory and his
Love of all things nerdy alive
While reaching out to each other
In kindness and generosity.

S U N

S A T U R D A Y

F R I D A Y

*The grid times are individual to each block. The same time does not run straight across the page horizontally, but rather runs down each
column vertically instead. Go to each room across the top, then read down to see everything happening in that room throughout the con.
Ballroom C

Ballroom D

Ballroom E

Waterford
Ballroom
Mary
Reed
Craft
Program

Limerick

Kildare

Wexford

Ballroom B

Ballroom A

Grace
O’Malley
1st Program

William
Kidd
2nd Program

John Rackham

Anne
Boney
Con/Bar
Overflow

The
Galley
ConSuite

Henry
Morgan
BarSuite

Edward
Teach
Video/
Gaming

Rachel
Wahl
Vendors

6:30pm-7pm
Opening
Ceremonies
7pm-8:30pm
Live Like a Pirate
MacKays
9pm – Midnight
Karaoke

5pm-8:45 Pure
Romance
Open House
with Rebecca
9pm - Intro to
Tarot Peg of
Sages Muse

7pm-8:30pm
Sensual Knife
Play with
Veshkali &
Adorable
Cannon Fodder
9pm-Midnight
Introduction to
rope bondage
Monkey King &
NekoWolf

5pm Open
Crafting 6pm8pm Star
Lantern
Decorating
with Mary and
Jason 8pm10pm Drunk
Crafting Jason
and MelRoy

Open 4pm

Open
4pm-3am

5pmish8pm
Serving
9pm
DeCON
Party
Private
after 2am

Open 4pm

Open 3pm8pm

11:30am-12:30pm
Whose Line is it
Anyways
Now with more
Sin than ever!
1pm-2:30 3D
Printing Demo
and Q&A Ethan
Dicks
3pm-4:30 Adult
Toy Safety Sexy
Hope
5pm-6:30pm
Pirate Erotica
Round Table
with Miss
Anthropy &
Felix Lovegood
7pm-9pm Closed
for Reception
10pm-12am A
Night at the
Market LARP
Drew & Hope
Midnight
Karaoke

11am – 12:30
Argh! Me
Back Aches!
Massage
basics for
Pirates with
Kat
1pm-2:30
Make Your
Own Massage
Oil Peg of
Sage’s Muse
3-4:30 Thai
Yoga Massage
and Reiki with
Jonny
5pm-6:30
Living History
with Linda
Winks
7pm-9pm
Closed for
Reception
9pm-10:30pm
Pure Romance
Sexy Time
Trivia

11am-12:30 Intro
to Electro Play
Boom Boom
1pm-2:30 Shake
Your Pirate
Booty! Beginner
Belly Dance Barb
and Ray
3-4:30 Sensual
Wax Play with
Veshkali &
Adorable
Cannon Fodder
5pm-6:30pm
Guardians of the
Galaxy Dance
Lesson
7pm-9pm Closed
for Reception
9pm Flogging
Basics and
Beyond
Jaded_hyde and
Fyre_Angel

10am-noon
Brunch Linda
12-2 Relax and
Color 2pm4pm Pirate
Crafts
4:30pm-6pm
Nerf
Modding: The
box does say
“Ages 8 and
up.” Chris
Brown
6pm-7pm
closed to set up
for Reception
7pm-9pm
Reception

Turn in
food for the
Copper
Chef
Culinary
Contest by
noon 12pm1pm Oreo
Tasting
Kyrian &
Coatrack
2pm-3pm
Wine
Tasting and
More! by
Voldie

Open for
serving at
noon
Saturday
Afternoon
is Games
on the
Lido Deck
with the
Captain
Drink,
cards,
chat, etc…
7-9pm
Shut
down for
party set
up
9pm
BarFleet
Party
Private
after 2am

Open 9am

Open 11am7pm

12pm Closing
Ceremonies

11am Build a
Better Con

11am Yoga with
Jonny

10am Open
Crafting

3rd Program

1pm-2pm
Guest of
Honor Nigel
Sade is
going to
come do a
live 3D
Painting
session in
VR for folks
to observe!

Open 9am

Open 10am12pm

